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Proceedures for correcting the UDMA timeout using the on-board VIA UDMA-IDE
controller on the A1-XE motherboards when using OS4

The A1-XE boards use the VIA 686B southbridge. When operating in IDE-UDMA mode using the
onboard VIA 686B IDE controller, it has been found that the A1-XE board ‘locks up’ when
simultaneous ethernet activity is in use.

This hang has been traced to the VIA 686B southbridge putting out an illegal PCI bus signal, which
itself is the cause of the hang. This signal is undocumented by VIA, but speculation is that it
represents some form of (illegal PCI protocol) handshaking with the VIA northbridge that the 686B
expects to be present.

There are several undocumented registers within the 686B southbridge, and it seems likely that
one of these may need to be correctly initialised to prevent these illegal signals being put on the
PCI bus. We have no documentation about this and VIA have not been at all helpful in trying to
resolve this problem.

It is not known what triggers the VIA686B to put out these signals when the onboard IDE
controller operating in UDMA mode and any ethernet activity (on board of PCI card) are invoked at
the same time. It still seems probable that by programming the ethernet and/or IDE drivers
differently the VIA686B may be inhibited from putting out illegal PCI signals.

Using a low cost PCI-based IDE UDMA card instead of the on-board VIA IDE-UDMA controller
results in the VIA 686B no longer putting out illegal signals - and hence no longer causing hangs -
when IDE-UDMA and ethernet are used simultaneously. Many A1-XE users have bought the Silicon
Image 0680 UDMA IDE controller card and been very happy with its performance. This is the
recommended solution until a software fix is found.

However, and almost by accident, MAI Labs working with Adam Kowalczck discovered that by
routing a different PCI bus Req/Grant pair to the VIA 686B (which has a different priority level to
that used by default on the A1-XE pcb) the VIA 686B no longer puts out the illegal PCI bus signals
when the VIA IDE-UDMA and ethernet devices are used simultaneously. To date we do not really
knows why this rearrangement has the effect it does, or whether it ‘cures’ the VIA 686B problem
under all possible usage circumstances. However it has now been implemented on a few 10’s of
machines and tested over several months, and appears to work robustly. 

This is however NOT a recommended solution, both because it is currently empirical rather than
deterministic, and because it is physically difficult to implement. It should ONLY be attempted by
dealers and individuals who are very skilled at repairing multilayer surface mount boards, and then
ONLY when risks of the rework have been fully understood and accepted by the repairer and board
owner.

In the USA Russ Norrby of Mr Hardware Computers has assured us that he has the necessary skills
and equipment, as has Adam Kowalczyk of Livewire Systems in Canada. In Europe we have
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reached an agreement in principle with J-J Boulet of www.amigacenter.com (France)  for
AmigaOne repairs of all types - including this UDMA fix - submitted via dealers, 

AmigaOne-XE DMA patch instructions

This patch disconnects PCIREQ(VIA) and PCIGRANT(VIA) from PREQ4(Artica) and PGNT4(Artica)
and reroutes them to ISAREQ(Artica) and ISAGNT(Artica) instead.

Patches need to be made on both sides of the motherboard. The patch on the on the top side is to
reroute the PCIREQ signal and that on the underside is to reroute the PCIGRANT signal.

Patch on the top side of the board:

Locate the two traces show in the picture and carefully cut them where indicated.
Remove the 10K resistor.
Connect the resistor to the lower pad and the cut trace. 
Connect a patch wire as indicated in the picture
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Patch on the underside of the board:

Connect a wire between the middle via point and the test point as indicated in the picture

Please note that these instructions are provided ‘as is’ without any warranty as to their accuracy or
fitness for purpose given or implied. Modifications made with reference to these notes are
undertake at the modifiers risk. Any modifications undertaken to an A1-XE board, including the
modifications suggested in this document, may invalidate any remaining warranty on the board.
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